
The challenge to decide on a career is becoming increasingly difficult as a result of radical changes in the world of 
work.  As recently as ten years ago this challenge was predominantly experienced by younger people who had to 
deal with this question.  This has changed.  The number of adults, and even older people (over 50), requesting career 
guidance has increased every year for the past decade.

It is with this in mind that the Shadowmatch Research Team decided to test the validity of a career report based on 
the neurologically embedded habits of an individual that would also be Industry 4.0 ready.  The worksheet takes the 
age of the individual into consideration and every report is unique to the individual.  The system is fully automated 
and there is no time delay in generating the report once the individual has completed the Shadowmatch worksheet.  
Most of the themes are accompanied by a video explaining each specific aspect.

Executive Summary
CAREER READINESS

HOW PREPARED ARE YOU FOR A CAREER 
IN THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION?

WHY

WHO

High school learners and young adults to age 25;
Age 25 to 35; 
Age 35 years old and above.

HOW

WHAT

Complete an online evaluation of approximately 30 to 45 minutes, where after you will receive your comprehensive 
career readiness report.  Additional career coaching sessions for an in-depth exploration of the report can also be 
scheduled if required.

Broad career focus (With Video);
The future of work (With Video);
Stable vs dynamic content of your career (With Video);
Practical vs theoretical career (With Video);
Complexity index of your career (With Video);
Critical career tips;
Medium to long term career objective (With Video);
Further research and expansion on the reports include:
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-  Global student career match;
-  University/college specific career and qualification match;
-  Tailored Personal Development Plans for each individual habit required for academic success;
-  Study method guidelines focused on the uniqueness of each student.
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Career Readiness reports are specific to the following categories:


